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Vonnegut to address Wooster Forum at McGaw Chapel
'How to Get a Job Like Mine"

Vonnegut the cult figure
Vonnegut's
VT--

-

de-empha-

y

-

i

writing balances

delicately between New Pop and the
Old High Art His unique literary style,
the
of plot and
characterization, structural digression
and tonal disunity, mixing formulas of
science fiction and comedy, brevity of
chapters and sentences, and the
integration of realism and fiction to
create emotional contradiction and
intellectual ambiguity, has made him
not only a tremendously popular
author but also something of a literary
cult figure. He often is compared to
Huxley, Orwell and Twain, and the
satiric and humorous qualities of his
writing allow him to be critical and
sis

fatalistic without alienating the reader

major reason for Vonnegut's . immense
popularity among both adolescent

Kurt Vonnegut will address the Wooster Forum
Picture by Jill Krementz 1 982

readers and critics.

by David Albin
;

CDJJ. Bryan has stated that, "he is

over six feet tall., rumpled and

shaggy. ..fourth

generation

with a drooping
moustache, a brow chevroned like a
sergeant-major- 's
sleeve and the eyes of
virgin caught in
a sacrificial
However, this
ruffled cherub, who will speak at The
College of Wooster the evening before
Halloween, also is one of America's
most popular novelists and short story
writers. As a socal critic, he
German-America-

n

alter-bou-

mid-shrug-

nd

."

so-call- ed

ingeniously

temper

poignant

commentary about the dangers of
technology, bureaucracy and war with
wry humor and subtle sarcasm.
Kurt Vonnegut Jr. will address The
College of Wooster Forum October 30

Arts And Leisure
Corrections
Editorial

Letters To The Editor
News And Feature
Opinion

Sports

at 7:30 p.m. in Wooster's McGaw
Chapel. His lecture, titled "How To
Get a Job Like Mine," is open to the
public without charge.
Vonnegut's literary achievement is
He is the author of eleven
well-know-

a

n.

novels including the critically
acclaimed bestsellers Slaughterhouse
Fivef Player Piano Breakfast of
Champions, and Cat's Cradle. Many
high schools, colleges and universities
use his books as the basis for social
and historical criticism. Vonnegut also
is the author of three short-stor- y
collections, Canary in the Cathouse.
Warnpeters. Foma and Granfalloons
and Welcome to the Monkey House,
two plays and a host of essays and
articles.

4
2
2

.

Vonnegut says he has "worried some
about why I write books when
presidents and senators and generals do
not read them." He adds, however, that
the idea is to catch them at school,
"before they become generals and
senators and presidents, and poison
their minds with humanity."
In "Contemporary Novelists,"
Perry D. Westbrook states, "His
writing constitutes an unintermittent
protest against the horrors of our
century, the unending sequence of
disastrous wars, the plunging decline in

the UvabQity of the environment, and
dehumanization of the individual in a
society dominated by science and
technology. Such protest is by no
means new or unique in American and
European literature. The peculiar force
of Vonnegut's voice among so many
others may be traced to its complete
comtemporaneity. Fantasy, black
humor, a keen sense of the absurd are
the ingredients of his novels and

Electric
Vonnegut

tollier'stThe Saturday Evening

Post
and other magazines. By 1951 he was a
'
full-tim- e
freelance writer.

Vonnegut was a lecturer at the
University of Iowa Writer's Workshop
a lecturer in English at
from 1965-6Harvard in 1970 and distinguished
professor at the City College of New

--

7,

stories."

York from

Critic Ernest Ranly adds, "Vonnegut
seems
with the genuine
human question, about war, peace,
technology and human happiness. He
pre-occupi-

anti-technolo-

gy,

and

anti-machin-

anti-scienc-

Forum is "Individualism

7
6

I f f

t I

and

Community: The Private Self and the
Public Good." The theme is being
addressed from a variety of perspectives
including law, literature, history, art.
science and sociology. The theme is
also serving as a focus for Wooster's
Freshman Seminar Program.

e,

e."

Bom in Indiana, Vonnegut is the son
and grandson of Indianapolis architects.
At his father's insistence he studied
chemistry at Cornell for three years.
Vonnegut escaped a career in the
sciences by enlisting in the Army. A
battalion scout during World War II and Editor's Note: Kurt Vonnegut Jr. will
later a prisoner of wax, he witnessed the conduct a news conference October 30
destruction of Dresden, the largest
beginning at 230 pjn. at The Wooster
single massacre in European history. Inn ( Room 206).
The bombing of Dresden was the
impetus for Slaughterhouse Five.
After the war, Vonnegut enrolled in
the graduate program at the University
of Chicago and worked as a police
reporter for the Chicago City News
Bureau. While working in the General
--

Kozloff shares "The Private Self and
the Public Good" at the Wooster Forum.
One can find her tile murals on the the Public Good." Lucy Lippard, art
critic and author of "Get the Message?
walls of Buffalo and Cambridge
subway stations, Wilmington and Activist Essays on Art and Politics,"
Philadelphia train stations and a San will respond to Kozloff s address.
After the lecture a reception in Frick
Francisco airport terminal, among
other places. New York City artist Art Museum will officially open the
Joyce Kozloff has taken decorative Kozloff art exhibition. Titled.
motifs drawn from urban historical and "Visionary Ornament" and organized
cultural contexts and created an urban by the Boston University Art Gallery,
architecture that reflects "working on the exhibition includes paintings,
the boundary between high art and silkscreens, mosaic tile pieces and
craft." between "painting and the wall models, drawings and photographs of
Kozloff s architectural installations.
of a train station."
The
exhibition will run from October
relationship
address
will
the
Kozloff
between art in public and private sectors 19 to December 7. Museum hours are
in her illustrated lecture, "Art as PublkJ 9 ajn. to noon and 1 to 4:30 pjn.
Art as Private," at 730 pjn. October Monday through Friday, and 2 to 5
27 in McGaw Chapel at The College pjn. Saturday and Sunday.
The lecture, reception and exhibition
of Wooster. The lecture is part of the
open to the public without charge.
are
College's 1986 forum. Individualism
'
founder
A
of the .
and Community: .The Private. Self and

movement of the
Kozloff has
received many grants for printmaking,
painting and drawing. She has held
teaching positions at the New York
School for Visual Arts, Chicago Art
Institute, Syracuse University, and
currently teaches at Washington
University in St. Louis.
Kozloff s art has been shown in
hundreds of solo and group exhibitions
in the United States and abroad. Since
1979 she has focused her energy on
mid-70'- s,

"pattern-paintin-

g"

decorative

wall

........

Paje 5

commissions developing art in the
public sphere. These mosaics and tile
murals reflect her concern to create
"workable decoration for our visually
impoverished times." Kozloff adds,
"My work is about the anonymous

"

2

1973-7- 4.

The theme for the 1986 Wooster

ed

is even bitterly

Research Laboratory,
sold short stories to

.

Continued on
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Nuclear Fiasco

1
SURE I'LL JfrM Tflf CELEBRAfcH

'

By Peter Westerman
Associate Editor, The Woostgr Voice
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is the governmental
the commercial
body primarily responsible for overseeing
nuclear power industry in the United States. Though this body
is charged with "regulation" of the nuclear power industry it has
really always been an "advocate" for the industry and its
interests. This position is dangerous and in the long run may
prove catastrophic to the welfare of the citizens of the United
The
States whom the N.R.C. is supposed to be protecting.
N.R.C. continues to assert that an accident of the magnitude of
Chernobyl cannot occur in the United States and that an accident
like the one that occurred at Three Mile Island cannot happen
again.
Recently, the N.R.C has given approval for the "low power"
start-u- p
of the Shoreham nuclear power plant on Long Island,
radius of
New York. Millions of people live within a 150-m- ile
the plant. Serious safety issues continue to remain unresolved '
yet, the plant has been given approval by the N.R.C. to "test"
at low power "at the utility's own risk." Exactly who is really
at risk here? Obviously, the risks to the residents of New
York, New Jersey, Connecticut and Pennsylvania are secondary
to the financial risk undertaken' by the Long Island Lighting
Company (LILCO). Once again the N.R.C has put the financial
interests of the nuclear power industry before those of the
people's interests they are supposed to be protecting.
Suffolk County is presently in court attempting to block full
power operation of the plant because LILCO has not planned
adequate safety measures in the event of an accident. Are there
an adequate safety measures? Anyone who has tried to leave
Long Island by car can tell you that emergency evacuation
planning is a ridiculous joke. Driving off Long Island is a little
bit like trying to get a quick bite to eat in Lowry at noon on
Monday, Wednesday, or Friday.
The plant has not even begun full operations and the operators
are already pressuring the N.R.C. to reduce Shoreham's
emergency evacuation zone from ten miles to two miles. It
may be easier to evacuate a few tens of thousands of people
than a few million, but the risk to their lives will remain.
The plant, and others like it, should be scrapped. Shoreham's
The residents
price tag is mounting by 1 million dollars a day.
of Long Island are expected to absorb at least $1.5 billion of
the plant's $4.5 billion cost. They are paying for the operation
of a nuclear power plant whose safe operation Is In serious

doubt.

Will it really take the leveling or New York for the nuclear
When
power industry to reach its financial loss threshold?
waste,
to
area
radioactive
New
York,
Shoreham lays the
d
to
nuclear
to
advocate
continue
will
be
N.R.C.
the
power; however, their past record Indicates they can probably
pull it off. Money talks and the N.R.C. listens.
Shoreham Is just one example of the failure of the nnclear
plan
power Industry and its overseer, the N.R.C., to adequate!
for safe and economical use of nuclear power. Other examples
abound, such as the Perry plant in Ohio which is a good
example close to home. 'Can the risk of nuclear power really be
Justified? I think not.
tri-sta- te

hard-presse-

I.S.A.
As an international student and a
participant in field hockey practices and
JV games, I was asked to write
something about the way I experience
playing field hockey at The College of
Wooster.

From the very beginning, I noticed
that the American attitude towards
field hockey and athletics in general is
completely different from the one I was
used to at home.
First of all, the most obvious
difference is between the amount of
time spent on practicing and playing
sports. Instead of two hours of practice
everyday and a game once or twice a
week, the Field Hockey Club at home
provided one hour of team practice per
week, and a game every Saturday.
Practice, almost without exception.
reduced to 45 minutes a week because
half of the team did not make it on
time. It focused on skill drills, and
less attention was paid to endurance and
getting in good shape; consequently.
lour games were worth watching only
(the first half because, by then,
everyone was out of breath and good
(dodging. Quick passing and smooth
(switching also seemed to be forgotten.
Thinking about the way certain
things were arranged at home no

f TE OwSKmu

IFM PVE &

7PEM.'

official referees, but ordinary club
members with a whistle; the lines on
the field, which were never drawn
straight and sometimes not drawn at
all; the permanent lack of unity of
in spite of the
uniforms, because
there was always at least
regulations
someone who did not wear the required
colors reminds me of the difference
between the relaxed, and sometimes
even indifferent attitude towards the
sport at home and the States. The
Wooster field hockey team and the
coaches have set the Nationals as their
final goal. To reach, or to even
approach, a similar goal was
inconceiva ble for the team I used to
play on. The individual players were a
lot less dedicated to their sport and the
hunger to win. This attitude, however,
has to be seen in the light of the fact .
that, for most "players," the main
reason for becoming a member of the
Field Hockey Club was not to improve
their skills and become outstanding
players, but for them it was a way to
meet new people and to socialize
n
outside the
sphere of home

Although there are many differences, I j
enjoyed playing field hockey at home y
as well as here, at the College of
j
Wooster.

and work.

students,

well-know-

This Field Hockey Club, which I
played on for two seasons, is not
exceptional, but there are, of course.
other sporting clubs accommodations
of which the attitudes are more similar
to those in the United States.

in charge '
Correction:
of Financial Affairs at The College of
Wooster. William Snoddy, reported f
Vice-preside-

nt

that the figures in last week's article on
investments in South Africa by Ida
Williams were incorrect. Apparently
Snoddv read the wrone line and n
mistakenly gave Williams the figures
which appeared in last week's story.
The correct figures, according to j
Snoddy are: total investments in- companies that do business in South!
Africa equals 9.1 million dollars, or
15
of the total College portfolio
Snoddy apologizes for the error.
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Letters to
the Editor
Dear Editor,
Concerning whether or not the
trustees should vote for divestment: the
answer is "no." Without the
divestment issue student apathy would
undoubtedly return to its previous
heights. We may be forced to revert to
such important issues as the price of
books in the bookstore.
Sincerely,

Walt Myers
C-23-

60

C-31- 87.

Dear Editor,
I would like to take this opportunity
to thank all the students who are
participating in the Soup and Bread
Program this semester. This year well
over 500 people signed up, making it
one of the largest years ever. I would
especially like to thank all the clubs
and section members who are helping
those less fortunate than ourselves. As
a note, the entire section of Kappa Chi
men is participating.
Thanks everyone.
Ida Williams

Wooster Voice Staff
Sarah Kotchen, Ida Williams, Ted
Silverman, Graham Raymon, Tad
Mason. Becky Pickett. Pat Schmitz,
Tony Lathrop, Bob Murphy, John
Taylor, Alex Helander. Beth Ryan,
Edward Weintraub

Copy editors: Meskerem Gebrekidan,
PamRhoads

H
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Opinion

Students Have Say in Faculty

Decision-Makin-

g

FREEDOM

News
f By Sarah Kotchen

'

The Educational Affairs Committee
is an important committee within The

Student Government Association that
historically has had little recognition or
k
understanding. The Educational Affairs
Committee (EAC) consists of student
members who have been appointed or
elected to faculty committees.
i Students sitting on faculty committees
have a vote and equal say in all
committee work.

I

"

i

America's Cup
Athletics:
David Dean
Karen Johnson

News
by Edward Weintraub

Cultural Events:
Sandeep Bhatia
Shelley Pearsall
Jennifer Simmons

I want it stated right now that just
because Australia won the America's
Cup in 1983, this does not make the
Cup Australia's Cup. In the year 1851,
a small boat sailed to Cowes, England
to compete for a new trophy. America
the ship's name, was the only
American entry, and was considered an
underdog in the battle between
England's powerful fleet of large ships.
America proceeded to win the Cup
handily. Therefore, the Cup was named
after die trophy's first owner, not the
country it represented. It still remains
America's Cup.
years
One hundred and thirty-si- x
different
six
later, syndicates from
countries are preparing for a chance to
' race against the defending champions,
the Australians. Some syndicates are
spending millions of dollars on
technology and boat building. For
instance, the Eagle syndicate from
California has a budget of $32 million.
They have built three different boats
hoping to get the best combinations of

International Education:
S minder Gopal an
Zuher Mohamedali
Concern has recently been raised by Library:
members of the Educational Affairs
Terri Barta
Committee that there is very little
awareness on the part of the student Publications:
Patricia Bauerle
body about the importance of faculty
A Status of Women:
committee decision making.
majority of the problem is that public
Jennifer Jameson
relations (PR) has been insufficient. In
Jennifer Simmons
KaeZulager
order for the members of the EAC to do
their work as effectively as possible, Upperclass Programs:

they need student body input.
Palemi Sakthivel
Members of the EAC are presently
Kae Zulager
making a conscious effort to let the
student body know who Student Academic Computing:

John Hickey
Faculty Members are. Students sitting
' on faculty committees are there to
David Janes
Cassandra Whittington
represent the student voice and
consensus. Work within individual Educational Policy:
committees is important and ultimately
Prashant Aggarwal
affects the entire student body. If you
Sarah Kotchen
t
have questions concerning academic
issues at The College of Wooster or
issues you want to raise. Student
Faculty Committee Members are
available to listen to and bring your
concerns before the faculty. The
following is a list of the faculty
committees and student members.
Academic Standards
Gregg Bevensee
Megan Hensky
Trip Wadleigh
Karen Young

SGA Cabinet
Elections Upcoming
-

By David Dean
Editor. The Wooster Voice
In 1776 the American colonies
declared themselves free from the
British crown. The end of British rule
came to a crashing halt as common
citizens took up arms against British
imperialism and domination. The cry
for freedom and liberty echoed from the
harbors of New England to the mighty
cities of the Great South. Our innate
desire for freedom and

of that society. All are free as long as
the society , as a whole, agrees.
Socially dictated freedom has become a
means for an unjustified end. In
America the conservative movement in
politics and religion supports the view
that deviant social practices are directly
resultant from individual freedom and
not collective freedom. Furthermore,

prevailed over the forces that interpreted

businessmen and military leaders have
expounded the virtues of collective
freedom over individual freedom as a

self-justi-ce

freedom as "royal right" and

.

The Student Government
Association is announcing that

"

capitalistic

-

Vice' President also serves on the
'
Educational Policy Committee. The
ultimate role of the Vice President is to
the Lowry Center Front Desk.
represent students before the faculty and
Positions available include President,
act as a liaison between the faculty and
Ml'
Vice. President Secretary, Treasurer,
the student body.
requires that die President select a board Campus Council.
Financial Affairs Committee
The Secretary is responsible for
to appoint student members of the
Chairperson, Social. Concerns
permanent records of the
keeping
The Vice President is responsible for
Judicial Board and editors of
Chairperson, Student Services and
attendance and proceedings of all
Special Projects Chairperson, and publications for which the S.G.A. has appointing all members of the
sessions of the Cabinet and the
official
Public Relations Chairperson. The full or partial responsibility. The role Educational Affairs Committee which General Assembly. The Secretary also
following is a job description for each of the President is ultimately to serve encompasses all student appointments serves as chairperson of the
to faculty committees. The Vice
as the formal representative of the
office:
Membership Committee and provides
President is responsible for attending '
administration,
Body
responsible
is
Student
the
President
to
for
The
office services and supplies for the
faculty, and non College persons. The all faculty meetings, and heshe serves S.G.A.
chairing all Cabinet and General
Assembly meetings. The position also President also serves as a member of as a member of Campus CounciL The
--

.

--

dictators,

"monarchial privilege." America
illustrated to the world that freedom means of advancing their personal aims
and desires. To them, individual
was a precious right that all
individuals were entitled to. America freedom poses a threat to their power.
proved that each individual person had Is it a psychological or genetic flaw of
the right to decide for himherself the individuals to want to infringe upon the
course of hisher own destiny without freedom of others? Or is it the desire of
gain over human compassion that drive
the loss of one's own personal
freedom.
men and women to limit human
In America today, as is the case freedom? In many parts of the world
around the globe, the forces that humans are shot, lulled, tortured.'
once controlled human freedom have maimed and sent into exile by leaders
once again risen from the ashes of ruin. or groups of individuals who take
Looking at the problem from a global possession of the individual right.
standpoint, the most basic and Socially acceptable genocide of
fundamental premise of freedom has populations has become tolerable in
perpetually been violated. Freedom is a the mentality of most Americans. We
right every individual is born with. It view death from the television as a'"
permits every individual the right to normal" everyday reality of life without
live as heshe desires. However, the realizing that it is our moral obligation
'freedom in individuals extends only so to challenge mis human tyranny. "
Under no circumstance should
far as to not interfere with others'
individuals be permitted,1 under the
freedom. Freedom becomes the
privilege of those individuals who dictates pf "human law," to infringe
employ their right of freedom within upon the personal. freedom of others..
the confines of their own existence. In This" basic" moral statement is the
short, freedom is only possible when, very root of most of society's
collectively, society agrees to respect problems. Racial tensions, ethnic
differences; religious and political
others' personal freedom. Only by
oppression all directly result from
social convention is freedom possible.
Through the evolution of time human bondage. Until humankind :
humankind has developed the theory realizes that socially acceptable norms
that individual freedom is somehow of behavior are deviant from culture to
deviant to the overall aim of society culture and that freedom is a right and
(which is collective freedom). Under not a privilege, we will continue to be
"collective freedom" each individual under the influence . of socially
loses hisher own freedom for the good collective freedoms.

petitions are available for its Cabinet
Elections. .They may be picked up at

.

corrupt

.

.

.

-

Admissions:

by Dean Economus

Our "Human Law"
vs. "Collective Freedom"

The Treasurer is responsible for
keeping accurate records of all Sj&A.
funds and transactions. The Treasurer
handles all financial transactions for tlx
S.G-and serves as a member of the
Financial Affairs Committee. The
Treasurer is also responsible for
preparing the annual budget in
collaboration with the .KC.
A.

----

---

Contbiacd on page 7

--
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usual) and is a good conclusion to the
weekend. The movies this weekend are
"The Blues Brothers" and "Breaking
Away" need we say more? We will.
Even though these two films are in
they are classics. If you
English,
By John Taylor and Alex Helander
haven't seen them, you should.
Of course, if none of this appeals to
Okay, let's summarize where we are
you, Jerri: will be serving at Leroy's;
If last weekend was Parents'
so far. You can go to Ichabod's and
Weekend, then this weekend is I.S.
but don't forget. LS. is due in only one
pay
fifty cents to listen to your old
weekend. If campus activities have
hundred and thirty days!
records. If you dance and want a drink
been distracting you from your work,
One letter in this week from a group
you will have to pay an additional five
you will get two chapters written
of fellas known as The Barberton Boys
cents for a glass of water. Don't drink
before the classic film on Sunday
offers an alternative
too much or they may decide to put
night
activity:
coin boxes on the toilets. It is no
Having invested about $12,000 in
wonder that they removed the video Dear Weekend Hangouts.
Ichabod's, it is now time to pay it
We thought that your readers would
who can afford them!
games
back. Actually we only have to pay
in hearing of a great bar in
interested
be
a
Fortunately,
few
other
are
there
back $7,000 because the powers that-be
Barberton. A few weeks ago a bunch of
this
things
going
on
weekend.
don't admit to having invested a full
Babcock is having their annual us were chewing the fat and hangin'
$12,000. It is crazy that they charge
Octoberfest celebration. Bruno Savage out with Hank The Moose. Hank,
fifty cents to get into Ichabod's;
beware! No, but seriously, the Friday being the connosieur of weekend fun,
nobody is going to pay to enter. Now
night extravaganza is sure to be an suggested that we hightail it up to
if they really wanted to turn a profit
international success and possibly the Barberton to "this great joint I know".
they would let people in for free but
Well Friday rolled around, and faced
highlight
of the weekend (the R.A.S
charge five bucks to get out everyone
with another weekend at Woo, we
won't
us
be
the
assure
beer
that
the
would be lined up to pay. Ichabod's
proverbial "watery kegs," nor for that decided to case this "joint" out! So off
was supposed to be dry.- - but alas,
matter will the floors be sticky)! If we went in our 1972 Ford rustbucket
capitalism has won once again. Soon
you
wake up early enough on Saturday and headed north on 585. Twenty-fiv- e
you will be able to buy a glass of water
morning
you. can go apple picking minutes later we turned off at the
for five cents. Cups of soda are fifty
Barberton exit and headed into town.
SAB.
with
cents and virgins (the drinks) are a mere
Immediately we were bombarded with
Saturday
Euchre
night's
tournament
eighty cents. According to our
an assortment of fast food places
Lowry
to
keep
sure
is
the
entire
in
calculations, the virgins are being
comparable
to Wooster's Beal Avenue.
on
campus
their
the
(be
edge
seats
of
subsidized by water sales! As for the
Up ahead, however, on the left, across
sure
sharp,
fill
seven
there
it
is
at
to
renovations, Ichabod's did not need
is
going from the P.P&G. plant, glowing in all
Saturday Night Fever lights; however, rapidly as there nothing else
its neon splendor, was our destination.
on).
it could have used more exits.
Cherries Lounge. This is it boys!"
This weekend we are fortunate
We also heard that the new
a
enough to have great classic film and exclaimed one of our cohorts. Cherries
management wants records. We saw
aesthetically
they are requesting that students donate two film classics. The classic film, Lounge was about as
box, but the trip
a
as
shoe
pleasing
Redl,"
"Colonel
is
fantastic
was
and
their old records. Could it be that they
had been made and we all hopped out of
the winner of the 1985 Cannes Film
are running out of old music? If old
the car. Straightening ourselves up, we
Festival Jury Prize. The film is in
music were cornflakes, Ichabod's would
a deep breath, and headed for the
took
German, but has English subtitles (as
be General Mills.
off-camp-

SATISFYING
VEGETARIAN
COOKING
An

us

On Tha

caapua

Late Night
Musings

to go back.

The class settled immediately into
quiet submission when he strode into
the room. After an academic rustling
of papers he addressed the class. He
never spoke, conversed, or rapped. He

by Graham Rayman
My alarm went off. It jumped onto
my bed, and began beating me about
the face and neck, screaming, "Get up!
Get up! You parasite!"
Or so I
thought. It was all a crazy dream. I
awoke to its peaceful, almost harmonic
buzzing, rolled out onto the cold floor,
and staggered into the shower. Just a
normal, average, everyday median
morning, you say? Well, you're right,
but only to a certain extent.
After I "got coherent" (cool college

slang),

I

stumbled

into

Russian Political
Theory. The class was taught by Dr.
Beria, a tough, steel-har-d
teacher with
twenty years of experience. He ruled
the class with stunning displays of
knowledge, insight, and acidic sarcasm.
Many students left that class with
bums, not only on their egos, but on
their clothes as welL
I never said much, tired of being
subjected to the sarcasm. That day I
n
was twice as silent.
days
always made me nervous. He had
already warned me several times about
my grammar, punctuation, and
spelling. This would be my last
chance to redeem myself. I didn't want
Post-Commun- ist

Paper-retur-

only addressed.

"I have completed the grading of
your papers," he chuckled, oozing
sarcasm. "You may pick them up at
the end. I will entertain the following
students after class: Smith, Brown,
Jones, and Callogen." The last name
being mine, I froze. It was all over.
The bell rang too soon.
I sat outside his office, watching my
friends enter and leave, each wearing a
sadder expression than the one before.
He loved irony, but never entertained.
After what seemed like ten minutes, he
called me in.' It really did seem like
ten minutes, although it was probably
longer. Yeah, longer. Could have
Who knows?
been less, also.
Anyway, I cowered in, under his iron

funky beat....

the

Surprise...

Surprise... Cherries Lounge was a
GO-Gbar! Needless to say. we've
become weekend regulars. Hank's
advice was right on target!
O

Of

Vagatarlan Cooking

1S02 Baal 1 Avanua (on block north of
avanlaqa
- corner of at
8
Blooaington) at Tp.a. Call
for
I2-S0-

furthar Information.

Bach

SI. 00 donation auggaatad
claaa lncludaa a full couraa Mai. COMB ' HUMGKY

1
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Leadership Positions Available
Anyone interested in running for a
Student Government Assoc Cabinet position of

either:

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Social Concerns Committee
Public Relations Committee or
Student Services and Special Project

door.

We entered into what seemed to be
a haven for Archie Bunker types. Those
in the bar turned at our entrance and
stared us down as we walked to the bar.
Yeah, so what's the attraction? A
dingy, poorly lit bar with factory
workers, and Bud served in long neck
bottles. What could Hank have been
thinking when he suggested Cherries?
Or was this just a poor practical joke!
At that moment Janet Jackson's "Nasty
Boys" blasted out from the jukebox.
Suddenly a scantily clad woman
sauntered up to the stage gyrating to

art

Wadnaaday

--

seedy-lookin- g

Extracurricular Couraa

Committee

Financial Affairs Committee
Petitions Mndjob descriptions are now araiaoe

at Lowry Center Front Dest.

If you are interested, but not quite sure what
each position entails, do not hesitate to ask a
current SGA Cabinet member.

Continued from Page 2
materials and designs. Other syndicates
have similar budgets.

The

six different

countries

Conner and John Bertand, the two
skippers of the previous Cup regatta.
On the other side of the world, an
American corporation yet to be named,
has donated $5 million to four
syndicates with funding problems.
The cup is set up in a series of
-

represented in the Louis Vuittion Cup
challenge series, the official name of
the challengers' trials, are the United "round robin"
elimination
States with six different entries; Great trails.beginning this month and
See ya guys, this weekend!
Britain, with two entries; France continuing through the end of January,
sporting two entries; New Zealand with 1987.The winner of each series will
one entry; Canada with two entries; and race each other in a
Sincerely.The Barberton Boys
Italy with two entries.' Now don't get America's Cup series beginning
Have a great one and we just might confused. The America's Cup is strictly January 31, 1987.
eyes.
an amateur sport, therefore, government Match racing among the 13 different
see you there.
:
His chair was a little higher than the
support is forbidden. Only corporate
challengers will consist of three series
one facing him. It looked like a
and private donations are legal. One
in which one boat from each syndicate
throne, and on it he pontificated.
way to raise money for a program is to will race all other challengers. The four
"Well Callogen, it is good to see you."
do what persons in Aukland, New top scoring boats will race in the best
COVER .".ENT ECCXS & KSRE!
"It is? " I asked. He said yes, adding
series, and a final
Zealand did. They hosted a of seven semi-finSend for your free copy.
$S0O.0O-a-plathat he was in a good mood.
I
best-o- f
dinner at Aukland's
seven series for the final two
Catalog
stuttered. "That's nice," avoiding
plush Regent Hotel. Five silver boats.
P.O. Box 37000, Washington, D.C. 20013
.
anything above his navel. He had my
replicas of the America's Cup were
On die other side of the fight are six
auctioned off at an average of $105,000
Continued on Page 5
Continued on page 7
each. Guest speakers included Dennis
best-of-sev-

,
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Elements of the Wooster Experience

Continued from page 4

i

paper in his mitts, and was rolling and
unrolling it. He was enjoying himself.
After a long dramatic pause he said,
"There comes a time when a student's
listening and learning skills become so
atrophied that he or she cannot seem to

mini-peak- s,

' discover

the meaning or the
the
significance of the run-on,

,

mispelling, the fragment and so on.
You, my friend, have reached that
level. You have already had light
sentences, but this is your sixth
nfFmu Tm wmrii that vnn miehtunderstand: You're do in' hard time.

-

.

buster!
5

As if on cue, my chair tried to
suck me into its vinyl depths.

Realizing I was in a story mat did not
heed Nature's rules, I fought it off and
' t moved to a stooL He boomed, It's off
"
to Scholastic Prison for you. It's
breaking stones by day, and remedial
Enelish courses bv night." His
maniacal lanehter. echoing, filled the
room.
So, it was Scholastic Prison. All the
4 grand offenders went there: those who
plagiarized, forgot page references, or
had a hard time understanding Ibid, and
up.LU, ana, si kuiubc, uic isjjwi
small offenders like me.
You are probably lost by now.

C:x

i

cMrv

im

T11

fMV

VOI1

: i:vA
a tx auuutt u.
i
some oauLgiuiuiu.
it was only yesterday.
, It all began in Ohio, at one of those
small, midwestern liberal arts colleges.
Students then had the same problems
with form, style ana tne rest or u as
weMo today. All they got were bad
grades, and they could actually rewrite
' them for better ones. Amazed, aren't
you?
One day, Dr. Phineas T. Broughman
came upon a paper so filled with small
.annoying mistakes that he screamed
.'and called the student in for an
immediate conference. Buzz Aldertop
This was
came in sweating.
Broughman
understandable because
was walking around die room flailing
his arms and growling. Something had
.
'

Continued from page 1
craft work that is around, that people
don't see. I want to say. Take another
look.
Between 1980 and 1983, Kozloff
completed five public installations
which share a common approach and
intent: the Harvard Square subway
station in Cambridge, Mass.; the
Wilmington, Delaware Amtrak station;
the San Francisco airport's international
terminal; Buffalo's Humboldt Hospital
subway station; and the suburban train
station in Philadelphia. Kozloff s
audience is the cities' residents using
the public transportation systems, and
the decorative walls celebrate each
city's visual and cultural history.

snapped.

He screamed, "I have had it! No
more will I put up with this garbage!''
He moved toward Buzz. Aldertop
stood and faced him, nervously.
"Dr. Broughman, what..."
"And you will never mispronounce my
name again!"
do you mean?"
Buzz had barely gotten me words out
when Phineas T. Broughman, head of
the department, grabbed him about the
neck and began to squeeze. The coroner
said Buzz died in less than a minute.

existence the experience of Spangler
park, as well as this account of its
benefits is of no interest to you. To
those of you who crave a little
adventure, a bit of the great outdoors
and some time away from Pre calculus.
a place like Spangler is a tremendous
change of pace. Picnics and cookouts

hikers bewilderment. One of the parks
more interesting trails winds its way
up around and through the
resembling
the mountainous trails of
The Wooster experience can be
larger
march
state parks in the eastern
interesting and varied if you have
United
Spangler Park displays
States.
energy
and
enough creativity, interest
Ohio must have
image
what
an
of
can
campus
on
Life
to make it happen.
an agrarian
before
it
became
like
looked
after
dull
downright
and
routine
become
months on a repetitive schedule. One and industrialized area of habitation and
way to combat the doldrums is to commerce.
The park itself is diverse in terrain as
explore the natural offerings of the
as flora and fauna. It also varies
well
The
Wayne county countryside.
greatly
in terms of altitude, for its trafls
Shreve Swamp, "Amish Country",
quite steep and later drop
often
become
The Isaac Walton Tree forest in
ridges of the uppermost
the
between
off
our
(in
Pond
Overton and even Miller's
Streambeds, rock
park.
level
the
of
diversions
outdoor
offer
backyard)
own
savanah like
grassy
outcroppings,
known
litde
A
grind.
daily
the
from
feature of Wayne county which goes areas, mountainous terrain . bogs and
nearly unnoticed by the community is dried up lake beds are all elements that
Spangler Memorial Park. This natural coexist within a relatively small
wooded parkland is located geographic area. This natural diversity
approximately five miles east of the is obviously not uncommon to the
campus off route 202. Spangler has world, but in a part of the country
several well marked hiking paths that known for its flat agricultural
weave through a multitude of terrains. topography, Spangler park is an
The park brings to mind a scaled anomaly.
down mountain range with a series of
The surrounding environment of the
parallel peaks and valleys, its
Wooster
area holds some interesting
Along
meandering trails criss cross.
experiences that need only
hidden
but
numerous
are
there
several of the trails
interest to discover. There
energetic
an
benches
log
natural
with
overlooks
which this provide great vistas of the are quite a few areas that offer diversity
fall foliage and the numerous streams of natural beauty and escape from the
that wind their way through the daily routine of college life. If you are
happy with a cinder blocked, stacked
woodlands.
The changing colors of fall provide a
naturally beautiful backdrop for the
By Ted Silverman

--

Students needed for election day.
Make $40.00 for one day's work.

Need fifty students for election
day, Tuesday November 4;to
stand at polls and gather
signatures.
CALL Cleveland collect
566-865- 2.
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are encouraged and camping permits
may be obtained from the Wayne
County Parks Department. The park
is tree tor ail to enjoy. Aicnonouc
beverages are strongly discouraged
within the park. Remember, littering is
a crime against nature.
This tiny nature preserve is highly
recommended as an escape mechanism.
It has been a fine element of my
Wooster experience and it could be part
of yours to.

t--
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Leadership
and
Liberal Learning

'

The College of Wooster

"W-wh- at

-

v

found Broughman

The police

underneath his desk, muttering. "T
before V except after 'c'," over and

--

;

j

Broughman was justified. Then Bean
recommended a series of laws to deter
further incidents of this sort. They
were, simply, to stop "those annoying
little mistakes students make." And
here I am, a victim of the system. I.
didn't mean to do it. I even proofread.

Beria laughed, "You know the law." A
Grammar, or
The public furor was tremendous, of door flew open, and the
me away.
take
came
to
in
professors,
course. But surprisingly,
and
made j
evidence
the
seized
They
from
assistants
graduate
teachers, and
as
a
truck
thrown
was
carbons.
into
I
came
out
country
all over tne
punctuation
and
grammar
chanted
they
supporting Dr. Broughman.. They
wanted a verdict of justifiable homicide. rules.
Beria wasn't lying. For the last fifty
They said they would have done it too,
Tve been in a room with several
years
if they knew they would not be caught.
editions
of Warriner's Grammar and
Then came the shocker, as if all this
textbook . My roomate
Composition
Bean
wasn't enough. Judge Jameson
years: Plagiarism.
for
ten
was
in
He
said
"not guilty."

over.

:

G-m-

.

.

ruled

en.

APPI IfATIOHS HHW BEING ArrFPTPP FOR LEADERSHIP SEMINAR

Professor James Hodges of the History Department Is now accepting
applications for fifteen positions in the leadership and Liberal Learning"
seminar. The one credit course is open to all juniors and seniors and
seminar with Dr. Hodges and guest faculty from
includes a twice-weekl- y
y
three-dafield experience with a nationally
various disciplines, a
recognized leader during the March 1987 spring break:, and participation In
the 1987 Leadership Symposium, which will be held on Wooster's campus,
April 30 and May I. The leadership program, now In its second year,
explores the theoretical and practical aspects of leadership through study,
discussion and observation. Those Interested should see Dr. Hodges
I n Kauke Hall before Monday October 27. 4:00 pra.
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Women's cross country
suffers a setback

5

After losing to Allegheny and Kenyon

the future seems uncertain
By Becky Pickett
Sports Writer, The Wooster Voice

.....

-

....

scene from the Wooster Invitational . Wooster beat Otterbein for the team championship.
Photo by John Coniveau News Services

A

Men's cross country finishes 2nd at
Kent State Invitational
Men gear up for the Otterbein Invitational

The women's cross country team
suffered their first major setback of the
season at last Saturday's Kent State
Invitational. In the words of coach
Craig Penney, "We just didn't pull
ourselves together well enough in order
to compete as we are capable of."
Competing among a high quality
field of teams from Ohio University,
Indiana of Pennsylvania, Allegheny,

Kent, Malone, Cleveland State,

Baldwin Wallace, Kenyon, and Mount
Union, the Scotties came in ninth
overall. The biggest blow came from
being beaten by Kenyon and Baldwin
Wallace
both teams which the
Scotties have already beaten this
season.

Running first for Wooster was
junior Katie Keller who placed 28th
overall. Close behind Keller were
Becky Pickett and Robyn Sommer,
finishing 31st and 32nd respectively.
Stephanie Scierka (52ndX Pat Bauerle
(71stX and Janette Host (86th) rounded
out the squad.
Despite the disappointing results,
Penney maintains an optimistic attitude
saying, "I really believe our best race is
yet to come. Physically we're in great
shape. We just need to get ourselves
together mentally so that we're psyched
up and ready to go at the conference
meet next weekend."

By David Dean
The week prior to the Kent State
Invitational the men's cross country
team was jolted with the news that,
once again, the nationally ranked Case
Western Reserve University team
would make its presence known at
Kent as well. Although no one was
really shocked too greatly, most of the
team members were hoping for a less
intense meet to wind down their
pre-conferen-

ce

season.

Kent's course was par for personal
records and the flat terrain and relatively
small hills made the course extremely
manageable throughout the entire race.
In fact, after last week's workouts
(which included intense hill workouts)
Kent's course seemed extremely easy in
comparision to two weeks ago at the
All-Ohi-

o.

meter course in 26:03 and set a new
course record previously held by Ml
Reserve
Western
Case
occurrence.
University won the invitational, hands Union's Marcel Stephens.
Paul Fleming
Senior
down, with a team score of 29. To put
team by placing
for
the
that into perspective, you need only 15 finished second
Mellor was '
Scott
Junior
overall.
fourth
impressive to
points for a shut-osay the least. However, equally as 11th. junior Chris Trivers was 14th,
sophomore Todd Kelleher was 17th,
impressive was the fighting Scots'
freshman Dave Dubin was 19th, and
of
total
a
team
with
second place finish
sophomore Scott Michalek was 28 th.
field,
of
the
rest
Rounding
out
47.
55,
Other fine performances were clocked
Cleveland State was third with
Baldwin
in by Gene Toy. Dave Dean and Vance
Kent was fourth with 113,
Cuyahoga
148,
with
Russell, who all ran personal bests.
fifth
was
Wallace
"We worked together as a team and
Community College was sixth with
180 and John Carroll was eighth with their was no evidence of fatigue or
stiffness from the workouts we did. We
225.
ran smooth and we ran consistent" said
The most fantastic feat at the
invitational was the first place finish of head coach Jim Bean.
This weekend die Scots wiQ conclude
Todd Fach, the 1984 NCAC
8,000
the
clocked
who
champion,

In what is becoming a tiresome

co-capt- ain

ut

Women's Soccer

By Tad Mason
Sports Writer, The Wooster Voice

This past Tuesday, The College of
Wooster men's soccer team made a
successful trip to Marietta as it defeated
the Marietta team by the score of
Wooster opened up its scoring with
a goal from freshman Jay Rembe who
headed the ball into the Marietta goal
after an assist from Carlos Pettinau. It
was Rembe's first goal of the season
and made him the twelfth person to
score for the Scots this year. Woosters
second goal came from Carlos Pettinau
on a brilliant demonstration" of
as! he, took the ball
around two defenders and men chipped
me ban over the keeper's head.
After the game. Coach Bob Nye
noted that the team played very well,
"
much better than the score indicated.
we
but
this weekend to take on the Lady It could have easily been
missed
Spartans and the Kenyon Lords, two had a bunch of shots mat just
the
Tdsay
that90of
inches.
only
by
conference opponents.
of
half
Marietta's
on
played
was
game
If the Scott can get back to full
field."
the
.
strength and play with some
The Scott are still ranked well in
consistency, the Conference
the polls. They are third in
all
of
tournament in November could prove
in the Great Lakes region
fourth
Ohio,
to be very exciting.
and 20th in the nation. Despite all
2-- 0.

ball-handli-

i.orrni

By Craig Lombard!
Sports Writer, The Woofer Voice
Injuries have been the key to the
women Scots' losses over the past
week and a half. Players plagued with
injuries are Mary Hueske (sprained
ankle). Julie Gillmor ( out with pink
eye) and Michelle Brittain (who went
down with a broken thumb). Then
Tuesday night (October 14) Meg
Anf ang went down with a knee injury
in the Wittenberg match.
Even with these injuries Coach

Hopes High for Men's Soccer

Smith feels the team has been fairly
well and is excited to get me team back
to full strength. Even though the
women Scots were 5 last week, they
did manage to defeat conference foe
Ohio Wesley an.
Coach Smith is very excited about
the conference tournament which will
be held here at Wooster, November 7th
and 8th. The women Scott will travel
to Case Western Reserve University
2--

ng

,

irammc
coiiFEnmxcni

9-- 0,

this, the Scots must win the remainder
of their games if they hope to be
play. Still the
invited to
'turnaround of this year's team is
remarkable considering the number of
freshmen playing. A strong nucleus is
being built which should be a strong
force for the next few years.
The Scott' next game is here on
Saturday against Case Western at 2:00.
post-seas-

on

The team has appreciated the
enthusiastic crowds that have come to
watch them this year and would like
another one on Saturday.

Cross

Country

season as they head
their
to Westervflle, Ohio for the Otterbein
Invitational. Look for some exciting
results between the Otters and the
Fighting Scots!
pre-confere-

nce

Page 7

Louise Glass art exhibit slated for
November 5 at Frick Art Museum
3-2-

Former Wooster student works with a wide range of media and

subject matter
and Women's Art Registry of
Minnesota in Minneapolis, among
others.
Glass has had solo exhibitions at the
in
Art Reach Center of
Mount Pleasant; the Clare S pitier
Works of Art in Ann Arbor, Michigan;
and at the Rike Center Gallery at the
University of Dayton. Her work is
included in collections at the Virginia
Museum of Fine Arts in Richmond;
the Mint Museum of Fine Arts in
Charlotte, North Carolina; the Detroit
Institute of Art; the Cranbrook
Mid-Michig- an

j
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y

.

f

.
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J

Academy of Art Museum in
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan; the
Nelson Atkins Museum of Art in

v

Kansas City, Mo.; the Newport Harbor
Art Museum in Newport Beach,
California, California; and the Akron
Art Museum.
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If you smoke
cigarettes, you
taste like one.
Your clothes
and hair can
smell stale and
unpleasant, too.
You don't
notice it, but
people close to

i

1

.

you do.
Especially if

Piece entitled "Untitled" was done by Louise Glass.-Photo by News Services.
Prints and drawings on such subjects
as the human figure and slightly
distorted architectural interiors created
by Akron native Louise Glass will be
exhibited at The College of Wooster
November
The exhibit, at MacKenzie Gallery in
Severance Art Building, is open to the
public without charge. Gallery hours
are from 8ajn. to 11p.m. Monday
through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Saturdays, and from lla.m-- ll
Sundays. Working in a wide range of
3-2-

5.

they don't

media and subject matter. Glass
carefully manipulates negative space
and perspective to create atmospheric
settings for her interpretation of the
'
human figure.
After attending both The College of
Wooster and Oberlin College, Glass
earned a master of fine arts degree from
Cranbrook Academy in 1984. She has
participated in group exhibitions at
Artreach in Columbus; Pontiac Art
Center in Pontiac, Mich4 Detroit
Artist's Market in Detroit. Michigan;

smoke.
And

non-smoke- rs

are the

best people to
love. They live
longer.

SCtGTY

t'

The intense, often- - violent,
incestuous relationship between a
half-broth-

er

half-sist- er

Assembly.

'Ihe Social Concerns Chairperson is
responsible for representing student
concerns on campus.
The Public Relations
Chairperson is ultimately responsible
for all S.G.A. PR.
If there are any further questions,
please feel free to contact current office
holders.

front-runn-

er

.

.

Continued from Page 4
boats from four Australian syndicates
vying for the right to defend the Cup.
These boats win race a total of four
series. The two top boats will compete
in another best-of- seven series for
themselves.
There are four challenging syndicates
to keep an eye on in the months to
come. New York Yacht Club's
syndicate has a history of winning the
Cup. They have have a very competent
helmsman named John Kolius,
originally from Texas, plus an
unlimited cash flow. Harold Cudmore's

White Knight syndicate from Great
Britian has the potential to upset all
favorites. They have been very
impressive thus far. Dennis Conner,
the man who coughed up the cup in
'83. will go to Fremantle, Australia
with every intention of bringing it
back in '87. The most impressive so
far is the New Zealand Campaign.

They swept everyone

--

at the

Worlds, a regatta held
earlier this year. They have the
technology and have mounted an
incredible financial campaign to
support the Kiwi Challenge. These four
Twelve-Met-

er

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
WORSHIP EVERY SUNDAY

Csrtsra Dsa, IMzister
1

for his play Buried Child, and has 2 pun. and 6 pan, and Saturday
received several Obies for his from 10am to lpm.
is the focus
productions. Fool for
and
"Arousing strong emotions in the
of Sam Shepard's Fool for Love, to Love will be the first Shepard play
audience
through his plays is Shepard's
Thursday,
Wooster.
staged at
be presented at 8:15 pm.
trademark," said Walker , who went on
Tickets are $4 for general admission.
October 30, through Saturday,
one director as saying, "Sam
November 1, at The College of $2 for senior citizens and should be to quote
in doing something
is
interested
more
Woosters Shoolroy Theatre.
reserved by calling the Freedlander
in saying
audiences
than
to
1
An acclaimed playwright and actor, Theatre box office at (216)
something."
Shepard won a Pulitzer Prize in 1979 Monday through Friday from noon- 4--

The duties of the Financial Affairs
Committee Chairperson are to preside
over all meetings of the Financial
Affairs Committee and to attend all
meetings of the Cabinet and General

groups are the favorites, but don't
count the others out Chicago Yacht
Club has sponsored a campaign with
Buddy Melges steering their boat; he's a
pioneer and still a
in yacht
racing. There are others, too, who may
not have the financial resources as the
others, but who have the will, drive
and determination to win. If not, they
would have gone home a long time
ago.
It is really too close between the
Australian syndicates to predict the
defender. Alan Bond, the owner of
Australia TT, who won the cup from the
Americans, has mounted another
incredible campaign. The Kookaburra
syndicate, another Australian group,
has a very fast boat and has been very
impressive in the waters off Fremantle.
They beat Australia T in the first series
held on the 18th of this month. It will
be very close.
In the events leading up to the 26th
challenge for the America's Cup, we
have seen all the hype and hoopla an
event like this could have and it is still
four months away. The town of
Fremantle is sprawling with tourists
wanting a glimpse of the twelve-met- a
boats and die Cup. Hotels have been
booked solid for the past two years.
America's Cup fever is at its highest
now. ESPN is covering the events
leading up to the finals, while one of
the major networks will be covering
the final series. It will be quite
interesting to see who will win this
coveted symbol of yachting tradition
and national pride, the America's Cup.

10:30 A.M..
McGAW CHAPEL

Sam Shepard's Fool for Love to be
performed at Shoolroy Theatre
Performances are October 30,31 and November

Continued from page 2
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Or the grand prize, for the number one student scffrral

charnpion in the nation: a Porsche and one year of unlimited
student at an acacdited co&ege or uni- coach air travel.
If you're a
And how do you get to be the referral champion? Just s&i
versity vou can join our CdDtpate FliuBanL"bu'fl receive
up
as many friends as possible, and make sure yourrnernber--'
a membership cazd and number disc wiD allow you to get
10 off Qwinental and New Tfark Air's already kw fees. In srfo number is on their anplir
addition, you'll x a one-tim-e
certificate good for $25 offany any prise you and your referrals must sign up before I273M36
and each lefenal must fly 3 segnemcnCcnunciTtalarNew
oVmesocrcxfopflijPlus,y
brk Air before 671587. ArrfjouTl not only get crate for the
places like Florida, Denver, Los Angeles, even London and
enrollment,
you'll also get 500 bonus miles.
mile-age
the South Ratine. Because every time you fly youll earn
the
So
coupon, and send it in now. Be sure to include
cut
towards a free trip. And if you sign up now you'll also
your current full time student ID number. That way fell only
receive 3 free issues Businessweek Careers magazine.
crayou$10faroneyear$15 after 1231B6)artf $40fcrfbur
'vr-- '
years ($60 after 123186). Your membership
including
referral forms, will arrive in 3 to 4 weeks. Hwu have a credit
and enroll even taster.
card, you can call us at
Now more than ever it pays to stay in school.
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But what's n tore, for the 10 students on every campus who
enroll the most active student flyers ftuu their college there
are some treat rewards: 1 free trip wherever Continental or

NewYxkAirffcesinthemainlandlJ
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